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Laba: I'd like to call the meeting to order please if we can stand for the pledge of allegiance. I pledge 

allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to the Republic for which it stands one nation 

under God indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. Can I have approval of the minutes of the April 15th 

meeting 2020, please.  

Abbott: Motion;  

May: Second. Any questions? All in favor ... I.  

Laba: Financial reports. Treasurer and wincap and that Steve please.  

Roland: I’m happy to take any questions. The budget increased about a half a percent for the months or 

8.75 percent year to date increase the budgets a little over $102000000.00.  

Laba: Your memo was very informative too.  

Maar: motion;  

Heise: second.  

Laba: All right. All in favor? I...  

Laba: internal claims exception log. Any questions? Ok thank you. Resolution to approve 2020-21 audit 

committee members. May I have a motion, please?  

Maar: motion; 

Heise: second.  

Laba: All right. Any questions on it? George will be leaving us unfortunately. Those on the committee 

members that are members now do they want to continue. Yes yes that's fine Ok all right. If there's no 

discussion then I guess all in favor... I. Thank you. Resolve to declare our capital project 2019 as essential 

and to continue as scheduled. May I have a motion, please.  

Dillon: moved;  

Abbott: second. Any discussion? No. Ok all in favor... I. Capital project - Campus Construction update.  

Antonacci: I just wanted introduce Joe Pallatto who is replacing Marco as our full-time project manager. 

Marco decided to leave the company and he did a great job on your previous capital project but I know 

Joe’s going to do just a great job I mean and we're started to kick off the project next week so let's go to 

do the presentation.  

Pallatto: Hello everyone. Got it. Ok so this is the update for April 2020 for the capital project for the 

masonry parking lot renovation project and the next so as a quick reminder the total referendum value 

is 3100000 dollars and that's broken up in the 4 categories the construction contracts for the 5 

contractors totals $18030260, the incidental budget which is professional fees and testing services and 



miscellaneous items for $400904.00, the construction contingency for the any unforeseen conditions we 

run into during construction is $118836.00 and we have $750000.00 unallocated at the current time. So 

breaking the construction contingency down a little bit like I said before we have $180836.00 running 

we have one pending issue that is carrying a cost for 19,000 dollars which leaves our remaining balance 

of $99836.00 and we are tracking 3 other issues at the current time. So for the next 2 months what's 

going to be happening on the campus is well this part isn't submittals they're doing that contractors 

doing that electronically through our system the other pieces will be physical some of the. Storm water 

protection will be happening next week asphalt start to be removed the following week storm structure 

will then be replaced and will begin the masonry repair and install on starting with d wing moving to c 

and then b wing. Does anyone have any questions? 

Questions: How many overhead doors are we replacing? 

9.  

Thank you.  

On the project will you guys have to be practicing the social distance and the mask and that? 

As of right now yes and that goes along with the essential status contractors they have submitted 

updated safety manuals to meet the CDC Guidelines and all their guidelines before.  

I was just curious what that 19000 like what was.  

So the windows, the window sills just on a lot of the windows they need to gas getting needs to be 

replaced that's currently a price from the 3rd party vendor but we will try and run it through the project 

to get a cheaper price, or better price I should say.  

Laba: Ok thanks. Any other questions Ok Joe thank you very much and Mark let's go there but thank you 

very much good to see you gotta thank you thank you. Ok. New business first reading of various policies 

for annual review. Does anybody have any questions on the policies whatsoever? May I have a motion 

to waive the second reading?  

May: motion;  

Abbott: second. Does anybody have any questions on the policies whatsoever the question no. Ok all 

right. to the board Yeah I might try to prove in a wave like a greeting. Ok. Go ahead.  

VanCoske: I just want to remind everybody because they're triannual reviews you will see the 6000 

series again. And you know so because the annual reviews we have to review these certain policies once 

a year. And every 3rd year you know how it's series 1, 2 and 3, then 4, 5 then 6, 7. So come August 

you're going to see some of the same policies again just so you're aware of it.  

Ok any other questions about it.  

Ok did Ginger get all of our approvals there? Thank you. First reading of Policy 5261 privacy and security 

for student data and teacher and principal data - education law 2-d. Any questions?  

I've got one question just an educational one with FERPA parents can see the students' records and 

eligible students can see where an eligible student is somebody 18 years or older does is that any 



different when you have a child that maybe turning 18 but maybe doesn't have a competence level is 

there is that law the same for all students?  

You know what Mike so I would have to go back and check that I'd have to go back and look at the 

FERPA laws. I think there is. I mean just generally speaking if you're declared incompetent so that even 

though you're the age of majority who leave you have to have a court order that you're declared 

incompetent and then the rights would not transfer that to that 18 year old. 

Ok I was just wondering how worked with with some of our population. 

Sure.  

So those families already have something on file with us. For example, once a child turns 18 because it’ 

not just something like this, it’s discussing their ID and other things that typically an 18 year old could do 

on their own. So generally those families have those orders and so that we’re obviously communicating 

with the families.  

Ok Great thank you. 

Phillips: If this is an education law, why do we need a policy?  

VanCoske: That's required by law. The law requires we have the policy I know and it's very 

comprehensive, complicated. I'm a little nervous about the policy to tell you the truth because there's 

still additional guidance. There's still differing opinions on interpretation so it has to be in place by July 1 

so this is your 1st read so if anything changes you have the latitude for the second read and if Michele 

wants to chime in on any of it. 

Yeah. Education law 2d and the data privacy piece actually came into play in 2014 the reason why we're 

adopting this policy right now is in January our Board of Regents adopted regulations. So those 

regulations specified all the things that school districts need to be in compliance with and one of those 

things in the regulations is adopting a policy by July 1 of this year. So that's why we're doing it. 

Thank you. Thank you. Resolution to approve chemical Hygiene Plan for 2020-21 school year. May I have 

a motion please?  

Abbott: motion;  

Dillon: second.  

Any questions for Tim.  

Any changes from last year's?  

You know what just a few minor wording changes and then you know we had a link embedded, take to 

the accident report forms and it didn't it didn't always work in the way we had it on the website so we 

just added a line where you could locate it on our forms and documents in the Internet so it was the 

most substantial change. 

Thank you Tim. 

You’re welcome. 



All right thank you Ok all in favor... I. Thank you. Resolution to adopt 2020-2021 proposed budget. May I 

have a motion please. 

Abbott: motion;  

Maar: second. Questions? no Ok all in favor... I. Ok Proposed 20-21 board presentations. Everybody 

probably saw that already, right? Any comments or questions?  

May: How many of these might have some students coming and visiting us? Have students that are 

going to be participating in them.  

Antonacci: 1,2,3,4,5.  

Excellent thank you very good idea. Ok. All right any other questions? All right then. Internal auditor 

discussions.  

Roland: So because our enrollment for our student programs is under 1500 we again. Are exempt from 

the internal auditor requirements last year we talked about reinstating that for the 21 school year. 

Because we would have gone 2 years without one but with the change and things that have gone on. 

You know it's over $15000.00 which you know in the grand scheme of things is not a lot of money but it 

is a lot of money and they really haven't found anything the last several risk assessments and testing. 

Mainly what ends up being is a reaffirms that we're doing things right it's always good I'm not sure if 

15000 dollars next year is. What we want to do but it's your decision I would recommend that we forego 

it one more year and see where we are but happy to answer any questions or see what you guys think. 

Laba: Any questions for Steve?  

May: I agree with forgoing it one more year. With everything going on right now in the potential 

finances and the virus thing and yeah right yeah I'm fine with that yeah I'm does good.  

Laba: Thank you, Steve. Resolution to authorize change order process. May I have a motion?  

Dillon: motion;  

Heise: second.  

Questions? I was just going to say it is that same as we had previously you know the other yeah yeah no 

actually it's not the only no you know I think change is. The only change is that when it's between 25 and 

50 it's but I can miss seeing the 2 members who are on the capital project team and my story right now I 

just think the same domiciles exact same dollar amount.  

Laba: Ok all in favor... I. We can go onto staffing. Can I have a motion, please? 

Heise: I'll make the motion;  

Maar: second.  

Laba: Any questions of Karen and thanks for the nice memo.  

Brown: you're welcome.  

Laba: no questions. Ok all in favor... I. Thank you Ok executive officer's report.  



Antonacci: So I stand corrected. 7 of our presentations will have either students or parents in them. So 

in terms of Albany, we're continuing to have superintendent meetings remotely. We have one coming 

up on Monday and Tuesday of this week. And what we're doing it just like we were in Albany we had our 

meeting and. Most of the morning and in all the other different areas that I mean we're. Working very 

closely with the Commissioner that so most of what SED is working on you know they have to send to 

the governor’s office for approval. So one of the misperceptions right now what everybody’s you know 

kind of ticked off at SED because you know why aren’t you doing these quicker and almost all of these 

decisions are governor decisions. So the board voting and how that’s going to work with ballots, that’s 

all a governor decision.  Whether schools will reopen or not reopen, those are all executive orders. So 

we're you know obviously very closely with with the commissioner levels things on the number of 

different things that yes they're reaching out and going back yesterday on that was recent what is the 

department of like it was at summer school in terms of what programs as opposed to just run what 

programs school districts why and you know has life been all there for us or are I met our share of the 

house and just you know. See the preacher and that school Sunday and. They do a number of things like 

that where they don't reach out and they ask them about you know trouble here. Said about meals and 

and transportation and. So you know you know your very best her and they asked for her on that in just 

a couple days I believe that there really is obviously you know I think I don't that well you know some of 

the same. I'm sure everyone is aware that right now school is out for the remainder of the year so why is 

there so that both he just like any other school districts where do we hope I mean. For all kids it has it's 

good it has its losses. Obviously the family has to be willing to participate. We're monitoring what those 

variables were only really if they're not participating. You know that almost Yet working with families we 

have a lot there and so in your speech terrorists and arguments right there that's one of the things that 

we're finding is you know name you know how do you in peace eat your health care apparently because 

there are so you know that I should say I think there are things that they do with their children say they 

are still there that they're very involved and you know with all these types of services I travel you know 

you can even just imagine visible reading patients and yes. Reading So once again we're working on this 

it's unions you know how this is look there and I see it in your practice but let me go back to school but 

here is what one of the things that are I know it people are saying and you know whether it's a staff 

member or student they're going to the latest reading maketh their 2nd house your insecurity not 

consequently their own so if and let's say some are asking or maybe we extended extended stay out of 

school. Already writing it so one of the things we're going to bring out will not will work you know so 

we're looking at the bigger lakes region standpoint or go see if we're also looking at our all seems that 

exactly that I'm here. And am very proud you know 1520 whole list of areas that we have to look at. Not 

only construction on whole operation or I mean he can you know in some way the next order will be the 

end of May and whether having summers or the whole of it once again I mean here and it will be 

decided when there's a little summer school and if so what are the parameters around if we can't go it 

will have some summers so happy it's all good so what we're starting to get ourselves or is that it's 

remote but what does this mean for us you know to be wrong. So we're. It again it's been a real 

challenge the were and $2.00 to $3.00 times the superintendent's letter I missed your credit myself with 

a Western regular rant we got here and don't let those dollar Wednesday. That I'm with the county 

executive and now before he asses are now working with their feet because he has been. The best 

under the least year and Bob is soliciting our information for that regional. So we will hear you know we 

will have plans. George has made a few questions and I do not get news remains that I was going to be 

addressing I received my report here yesterday standing you know. I was there for work force now we're 



not even. Ok so he's Were you know are really evil there will be irony there. We were will be able to you 

know we don't know what it was worse than. The look at this point they are. The live in others who are 

all people are going to be working and he's really going to get is mostly on here in the end who actually 

we're not going to look at the different positions. So you know there is you know we're here to look at 

you know it's huge ratings that are there is that we're pretty heavy on what we hear. This. All the. Ariane 

mom my whole time I'm really proud of your parents you really you know. There are you know well 

instruction. Oh me oh your teachers at school when they're happening that you're going to do that last 

year is you know it's something you know. You know with so you know they're on the air and you're in 

your early. Not in the right. But I know what. You know you're here we have a seat I'm here in these 

times 3 C.D.'s and they're. Not so we gather some information on them. Marco mocker and Tom Burke 

to zoo gather some things so as far as mileage. We typically spend somewhere between $18.00 and 

$19000.00 a month. And we're not having hardly any claims right now so that's about a $75000.00 

savings on March through your honor if we if that would have stayed in for we were back and looked at 

the last couple years. We're saving about $6500.00 a month. Field trips that were cancelled for that Your 

Honor from March New Year and as well 4600. 15220000 dollars in conference savings. Just some 

miscellaneous items about $10000.00 out of special ed and then copy or so in the month of April we had 

$41000.00 sheets that were copied Typically we have 300000. About a half a cent for copies Oh it's 

about $1300.00 a month that we're saving in terms of copies. That were my online. You're still of you 

know. Or but again not you know I don't know I'm not wealthy I mean that you know. You love in your. 

Ear in. Your. Yard could you move the microphone closer to you you come in and kind of government 

right yet and and other people should go on mute because most people aren't trying to get an echo and. 

I question Steve does the money that we're saving every month said go back into the refund to the 

districts or how's it going to be treated so it ends up being money that's not spent and oh and not be in 

a refund back to the district Yes Ok and joy and if there is not the summer school many school districts 

are planning. Real graduation ceremonies of some sort they're going to be ruling on that at some point 

are just going to let that slight Well you know it's not supposed to slight. So the other can you hear me 

better now. Yeah there better again I never had anybody tell me that they really can hear me this is a 

person here I could hear you are not oh yeah and I've got my my coffee I'm just listening from both seas 

over I was getting so. So no it shouldn't be a nothing should be slightly. The Department of Health and 

each of the counties have been very clear what they're recommending what we are starting to wind 

across the state you know there are some districts that are paying very close attention to what and that 

are and there are some that are making different decisions. We you know the governor hasn't come out 

and said if you will do graduation this way here's how it works right now gathering should really only be 

of 10 people so if someone so there are some people that are looking at potentially going out let's say in 

their outside and are looking at their stadium and they say that they're going to social justice. 

Understood and they're ready have you know family social distancing cetera that concern went bad 

news you can do that maybe during the ceremony when the ceremonies done in kids are running after 

each other are getting has been excited about how are you going to control that So those are the those 

of the literal literal conversations right now we're having every day with superintendents in terms of 

what is there there is some remote pieces so there's 2 things that we're looking at here at the posies 

r.c.t. Recognition ceremonies and our in our are moving on ceremonies were our more involved children 

we're looking at you know we're we don't want to yes we want to get them some recognition so we're 

looking out what does that look like virtually And so that's right now with them as we're you know with 

what is on directors in terms of that will what will look like so that's what we're going to do we're not 



going to be bringing people together for those for those types of things so. It's you know you're going to 

board member here going to see some that are really following a very closely listening to the c.d.c. 

Guidelines there are there are county health departments and then there are some that are not because 

I thought in Orleans County to the west of us this to school just 6 are going to have their prom they're 

going to have graduation I don't know how they're going to do it would be interesting but a push for 

sure and the people on the site that are more if you're into it a question for Karen but maybe other 

people have to respond to it on teacher contracts is there on set number of teaching days and now 

we're going to exceed that because we had them teach over Easter vacation and if so what are we going 

to do about it you know where the presence of adjusting our calendar so that we will and earlier so that 

we're getting our contractual days and so that we don't come over and I think we'll be bringing that to 

the gym or the new calendar thank you. It's not going to be as some people I think are under the 

impression is going to be a couple of weeks it'll only be like maybe a week before because the governor 

is a law making and anything that you had to do a days before the governor took us out our county took 

us out so they don't count they can't we have that count against us and then we had a snow day so 

there's 3 additional days that maybe other parts of the state a bit have a snow day and they go out 

before the governor saying that they you know we have to we have to cover Ok thank you we'll be 

showing you all that literally we're in those conversations right now it looks like right now a lot of the 

districts are in the week of 16171819 so what the last day what the last 18 days or around those days of 

doing. George also asked about cosmetology students you know are they going to be shortened life and 

you know we worked out the state education department actually stepped up by man right away quickly 

with the see the kids and they're doing virtual virtual hours and that there are a lot of the state of the 

Nation program is allowing them to account for their life so one company that's stuffed up for the kids 

that are doing welding to help them out. We're going to actually carry something on that. And then he 

also asked how many school employees have been diagnosed with the virus and then I guess very 

obviously that information I know some of that because obviously when this does happen with the 

district they've contacted me as the district superintendent. That's not all this whole started you know 

as you know what reason when I went down with get the and I told you that they that because there 

was you know an outbreak there so that's not something that's reported to us George Moore do they 

have no idea what that because that's if it ever Masons so there had been some were not aware of any 

staff ones here at the both these once again they don't have to disclose that to us they would just not be 

at work we've heard of family members and things like that but you know not any staff that we're aware 

of I think that I get all your questions very you know he's got to take them in and you're still new to 

George very. Matter of my own again yes. Who's the contact with the governor what you mean who's 

the contact. With the. School boards in the governor or district superintendent. Or regular school should 

run into my governor was talking to the governor about what he's doing for the church so we all are so 

there's representatives on each of those kids those groups that you talked about in Georgia the end 

Fuller from the governor's office that we that those groups be with on a weekly basis weekly calls 

weekly and weekly zoom meetings and all of that information is given to him this data cation 

department I can tell you the commissioner has given him I want to be back on in what you know 

recommendations on how to best handle certain things all of that has gone into the governor and. And 

then his decisions are made. Well maybe you need to get a student involved oh are graduating senior 

who spent 12 years in gov school system and it's the highlight of their life at this point and it is just 

thumbing his nose at you know come out it's a hell it's a it's a healthy adult there's basically you get you 

now are Ok with the Department of Health. Or you know the problems he what you saw in everybody 



else's problems you saw him once in a very up way. I would just disagree with that. Right everybody is 

talking about what we're going to kill well. Do something. So I'm pretty proud of what we're doing here 

within our limitations Ok and we and I it's it's really it is a sad piece for the seniors I would tell you that 

it's very very sad so c.t. Is looking at how they're going to recognize those kids the foundation you know 

I want to tell you tonight approved another 20 kids per scholarships 17 full time $5000.00 scholarships 

and 3. 3 awards and then you know Michael served on the at and so did. John and you John both both 

Mike and John down again so thank you to our Aravosis board members that have done that. So they 

usually have a reception. So we're like Ok what are we going to do we need to recognize them in some 

way so the foundation is looking in a virtual way that they can do that either on the radio or on t.v. To 

do that our Senior recognition where there's a senior from every high school that selected in the county. 

We can't be at that event or it would have been last week or gender last week and now we're going to 

be doing is we're looking at a virtual way to have it where the students picture and the superintendent 

will be side by side in presenting them or a board and that is going to run. On a date and wham and on 

Channel 13 So John just and I just have to add from a little Holly standpoint it's very difficult obviously 

with communication but the moral 12 and Monroe one and 2 both cities have done the next after job 

supporting us and making sure kids have what they need whether it's an Internet access crime laptop or 

whatever and then helping parents work through some of these things are parents what I'm hearing are 

very pleased with that kind of service and makes it a little easier not perfect but a little easier so thank 

you let me show you just a couple of good things your pictures and if you've got any questions as this 

kind of like says it better than I am so Monreal want to Munroe to decided that we needed our area 

needed some finance help so we had Bob Laurie we had Johnny Abbott we had a few other 

superintendents I'm here and we hosted at the end and I was in there we hosted a weapon our There 

was very well received we had over 100 people attend now. This is a barber Monteriano and so this goes 

right it plays right into what John Rice was saying so we have on Mondays and Thursdays we have a 

device I got for a family. Be and this is a family affair here the cast members in they how clean the 

devices they get their devices ready you know they do everything that they need to do safely that hand-

off family security wise and cetera and they have come in and they you know they give it to the parents 

and so that we were giving out as many devices as families would . Actually So if you go on our website 

you're going to see a number of different things that people so the rich press staff are all together and 

this is what they do every weekday morning they're looking at you know doing just what they would do 

in school they're doing virtually so that the staff can stay connected. In addition to this this is another 

want to enter reading remote lesson plans etc So I'd encourage you to go on our website and look at 

some of these very very clever very unique things that our teachers are coming up with that's one. The 

other piece that we have videos up there so that one is one of our teachers German area that our 

speech therapist bet these are big deal pieces that they're doing for families Ok so there are actual 

lessons that they're doing for their families Ok And then in our village Plaza was again what another 

teacher is doing in terms of an educational tool for the family Ok that is free so those are just a few of 

the ways that in their midst there's many many many ways like that I just want to get the board a couple 

examples of things that we're trying to do it so we're trying to bring school to the kids other questions. 

Oh well the only thing I just like you know is that I don't think we can say thank you enough to you on 

the stand for what you're doing and some of the. Pictures you just showed. Shows them and I've been 

hearing good things just out that people know so I know thing good things are happening so thank you. 

Thank you for all you do all on all of you thanks for you know I don't we've got to know what we would 

do without cabinet because they have been working you know they're working way more than they ever 



worked and you know I mean you know people think well you're home what's the big deal you're not 

you're I'm saying as Gerri you got to you're just going to jury or go who had one or both the 

superintendent searchers who are working on anything you can sure they're Yeah I was just I was going 

to and what their searches are or did we learn they've been trying to so we've been doing things 

remotely to get the very 1st time that I ever did interviews remotely. It has its pluses and minuses. So 

their progress seen anytime that when they get to the finalists both of those districts wantto do them in 

person so what we're doing is we're monitoring the Colbert 90 piece and when it's safe to do that most 

likely what will happen is we will bring finalists and for social with social distancing and then do those 

those interviews. You know they would like to try to have somebody in place by September 1 they're 

working very hard for exactly it just depends on how the conditions go in terms of whether we're able to 

make that or not . Ok thank you. Thank you and the other questions Ok committee reports Well I guess 

labor relations that is not right John. No Ok Legislation Committee Well that's been cancelled but Sherry 

has been keeping us up to date and well Kathy you can add to that even more probably as far as what 

she's been doing. She's been doing quite a bit actually she's been in quite a bit of an advocacy on behalf 

of the schools we did appoint presidents we did report presidents call that John in Dallas never last 

week I think that's one of the 1st things they've done formally in a while and I thought it went really well 

people are very very concerned about the decision they have the budget folks on the board elections 

like they're doing it so that's going to create quite a bit of. Quite a bit of issues for districts and people 

are trying really hard to work through their advocacy certainly a big issue and Dennis with us co-chair 

the legislative committee all we've really done this year is talk about different ways to. Learn cause it's 

change you can completely different ways. So I think it just have to release stay focused. See away See 

group is putting out a group of letters and things for all of us federal and state level so that we continue 

to advocate and I think that's all we can do I don't know John or Dennis if you guys want to add anything 

no bank will know what hers who I hold so you know so there are there are there are I mean 

information is there are New York state is sending out a lot of stuff to spend you know you have to let us 

know if you want gender to send something from our reporting to individual letters you all have them 

and they're in there and they've encourage board members send them out right right and I know while 

New York state school boards came back with the concern we had of the president's reading regarding 

you know much of the things you know advocated for not having one but. Why did they come back 

quick on there but not too late to now you know and it's a little too late now but I think we still have to 

work with that we've got a great I think this is one time where we've got to get as many people together 

as we can to advocate we can't we can't splinter out now we've got to kind of stay unified at least 

through till we get through all of that's because if I'm really concerned about some of our districts 

around I'm sure you were to with some of the experience with doing an absentee ballot for voting and 

no claims for signatures to report candidates I mean you guys on the some of your boards are really 

going to struggle through this well it's a quantity the numbers that they've got to count. One of the 

dynamics right now that we're doing just I'm just gonna vote along just to give you an idea like in the 

case of like Greece it's it's you know over $100000.00 in order to do it this way with the absentee ballots 

Ok. And the other piece is that there are you know a couple weeks ago before this decision was made a 

week ago there might have been 34 people running for 33 or 4 seats now there's 9 in 10 now I think in 

some cases because we've heard as I was reading of the other piece got waves were you know and you 

don't have to get your you know you don't have to get the polls etc so. You know and how you get on 

there is not how you use and select it's helpful Benteke Lee and me on the ballot so you know you can 

have someone that has served or a lot of years good board member and you know they could be you 



know you don't down the bottom so there are there are a lot of concerns on that there's also the 

concerns that families are thinking that we're not working and if you have families that have been there 

playing this place they lost their jobs their their their their landing on hard times etc This comes and now 

the ball comes in to pass their budget there's a lot of concern that you know just yes we can just you 

know and so tremendous concern there in terms of the budget posts I've read reports from the 

Colorado and some of the other states but when they go to. Write invokes. The Neko those Rai's not the 

positives but you know so that's the worry and in our area. Except for I think I think cheerful was able to 

load up the identify a couple scanners from neighboring county but our county does not have the scan 

machines so it is all it's all individual county balance and you can start counting ballots and so after 5 

o'clock on the honor system either both through both see some of it. Well get the copy printing etc 

They're going through so. Even if it is really starting with the ballots and if they're starting now and so all 

of those types of things are readable Ok that's helpful a little. Bit just. Writing what do you know you're 

doing but. It's. All right so I get everything going here Steve if I heard of the postcards you know they ask 

a lot of people are using caps for their guests thank you. The labor is a double The prop the the supplies 

are not. What is are up user control over the date when they get the absentee ballot back all along you 

know I mean whatever they think it has to be received by 5 o'clock tonight I carry it yeah it's not the it's 

not the postmark it's got to just get you there at 5 o'clock because I'll be counting and I thought it was 

really surprised when I read. That's what it is for their reason some districts are voting. 

What about socks Yeah well it's outside their district office for people to drop them in. You know that's 

not mandatory but that's what some are doing to try to make sure people go on to make sure people 

don't get 2 and 3 at least that's a good balance. We had better probably have decided on the back so I 

imagine that someone over prohibition but you know you can't do it you have to test you know of 

course you know you know. If we had a problem yeah I'm going way back in Greece when we got that 

problem we said we got people who were deceased to vote and so it's a process of names on them on 

the ballot. So. I know that. There has been you there's Churchville they're sending 2 ballots to every 

house and if your household is more than 2 voters you've got a call to request more ballots which case 

in our household so our household we have to you know there's 430 right now. Feel that way but 

there's definitely. More about us and so I've had to request the extra ballots. There it's a little bit better 

if it's more than 2 but. I guess I'm usually pretty optimistic about these things but what I'm hearing from 

the community doesn't sound good in terms of you know our budgets go down the aisle on top of all the 

rest of this I just don't know what we're going to do. Well because there's the uncertainty of what's 

going to happen in mid-year right look we still we still haven't gotten our cuts he's promised us right 

Chinese think told you told us we're going to get more cuts we have to pass a budget. Yeah we have to 

pass a budget now when we don't have any cuts and then if I budgets go down because of the way 

they're doing it or we've always been you board members. I just really like a perfect storm you know just 

33 times and you mean the cuts well you're up to January 1. Well years years ago I think that that 

happened when I was on the border gates Yeah you know that way and that was rough. You know. Well 

maybe we'll get more aid maybe just built this latest of federal bill passed and that's the only hope 

actually but often you know that it's own healing you know . Well we'll have to see about that you know 

I don't think it's going to fly for a while. Unless they run out of paper 100 printing money. We should be 

so lucky. If reading is Ok another 3 trillion at top of 3 trillion already has something about time I grant 

you pretty green gets will take care of it suddenly communist just keep on printing. Do you need any 

other comments Ok your attention is the upcoming meetings the next calendar of months which many 

are canceled or postponed and there's others there so you just have to keep an eye on which ones will 



remain or whatever goes for him. Anybody else or many other comments this question back on the 

school only. Summer school Ok I know it's not going to be decided on me 31st supposal But what's the 

plan what is the alternative plan for summers What will you know do. Anybody any idea yes so we're 

planning on whether we would be there physically or remotely so we have like a bus for good physically 

it's going to be remote I'll bet a buck out of it anyway you know so. We're going to same way we're 

doing it now or what goes. So you go. So the district will make a decision in terms of maybe if it's need 

to if they were really lag even before over their terms that they want to take courses over etc If you're 

home it's going to be down because you're not going to have kids preparing for the Regents exams on 

the Regents in August a big chance. So we're anticipating it's definitely it definitely is going to be there 

that kids that need like credit recovery and pieces like that that they'll be I mean we have to provide 

extend its will here so you can't not provide the Individuals with Disabilities and yes why program right 

now to get them on time it's going to be like you know what about the elementary level are going to do 

anything there or what I mean some of these kids are you know didn't have the tools to connect or you 

know whatever of the Internet and so on for so many of our districts it's not naming some of our 

districts to run elementary programs and so if they can do that yes they're going to be doing that 

remotely but Ok so what's the plan and some cumber nothing so far. There's a goal nonphysical What 

were you thinking. 

So many don't think I don't think we're going to be following the direction the governor you haven't you 

don't know what's what what's the real plan I mean the real thing going to be remoter what you get 

ready for remote again yeah it's about time for every other day you know group of kids every other day 

there's different options i'm he came out today because as I was and you know what the 

superintendent. 

Was blowing up apparently during his piece today you get say that he wasn't sure that school reopened 

in September so if that's the case I mean we're also looking at a combination you know is it is it could it 

be that only certain number of kids I'm certain number of times I get you know the nightmare with 

that's Ok what do you dream what some of the information we gave directly to the governor's office 

when they started saying that well that was just put more buses and you get less example . Don't have 

the boxes. If you don't have the drivers 40 percent of our drivers are 65 and over policy there are 

already drivers that are telling their school districts that they're not coming back from they just you 

know so if they are coming back that you have the illness they get paid if they become ill or whatever 

they can't remember they don't want to right. So we have the same thing with students we're already 

getting fit families are already counting superintendents and say you know there's a concern in terms of 

where I don't know whether I want my child back fired so all of these things we're taking a look at right 

now and how would we medicate that it's going to be I don't just figure it out. We're going to the city 

but always gets old Sure that. You know what we're doing we're doing the same thing in the city that 

we're doing and that there are other calls what those in their planning their planning accordingly I mean 

you can't you know you can't force people to participate that will be the same kind of thing ya know. 

Too bad that's where the mental health staff I mean yeah we have the answers in the middle Yeah well 

that's more of a you know yeah connecting with me. Now that's a shame I could. Regarding the summer 

school I mean heard I mean just a few that are saying because the kids have been really remote We 

know that they're saying they might even sign your kids up for summer school just so they get a little bit 

more you know for if we open up their physically or remotely you know not possible if people aren't 

thinking ahead sometimes. Right right someone even consider a home that's an obviously you know our 



situation there Jim's already working with their district because we actually it's rebuilding So Ok We're 

going to really you know it's rebuilding that we were going to be released you know where to lease 

space from the district So once again right we don't have their whole building and 7 Steve and I are 

working on you know now we had an agreement that we were going to be leasing if we can lease what 

happens with. Interest you know to be honest Kathy just said a lot of the perfect storm will be this fall 

Jennifer boy is sure is that you know he and Johnny have it I don't know I know you didn't see it because 

your back was turned up but that guy fishing caught the biggest fluke I've ever seen out there. Well 

that's a fluke. All right well I think that's about it up there which is not anything you're also not I want to 

thank everybody for you know coming in on us and being patient going through this and thank you 

would you know and everybody. 

Laba: May I have a motion to adjourn?  

Heise: so moved; Abbott: second. All in favor... I. Stay healthy. We need all of you here. 


